AGENDA ITEMS

1. Seating substitutes
2. Review of minutes from 4/19/10

New Business

1. English Language Arts Minor proposed program revision – revisions requested to comply with all of the requirements for the 334 MCEA Language Arts 72 state license.

2. Master of Science in Education Elementary Education (Initial Certification) proposed program change – Eliminating TED 707 (Adolescent Lit. & New Literacies for the Elementary Teacher), and adding READ 661 (Psychology and Pedagogy of Literacy)

3. Proposed change to emphasis within the Broad Field Social Studies Major.

4. Proposal to create a certificate program within GIS – Certificate of Geographic Information Science

5. Proposed revision to Theatre Arts Major/Minor – Elimination of tracks in major, and adjusts in minor to conform with changes in major.

6. Other Business

Adjourn